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ROLE DESCRIPTION 

 
JOB TITLE: Broadcast Intern  

DEPARTMENT: Innovation and Creative 

REPORTS TO: Production Manager / Production Co-ordinator 

GRADE: Voluntary 

DURATION: 
LOCATION: 

3 months (January to March 2011) 
Central London 

 
Help us make Red Nose Day great! The Broadcast Intern will work closely with the Production 
Co-ordinator and Assistant Producer to deliver excellent film content for the campaign. 
 
The successful candidates will be well-organised, have an interest in working in a 
broadcasting role, and be up for the challenge of working in a busy office environment on an 
exciting campaign. You will be liaising with internal and external clients at all levels so good 
communication skills are essential. You will also work closely with the Broadcast Library 
Assistant to provide excellent video production support (acting as a runner, assisting on film 
shoots, sourcing props) and administrative tasks throughout the campaign.  
 
You will receive full training and support, and experience of working on a busy campaign for a 
national charity brand. You will be a highly motivated individual, possibly a recent graduate, 
looking for your first step into a TV and video production career. 
 
Purpose of Role 
 
1. Video Production 

 
Support in the production of videos and compilation tapes, for 
example: 

  Copy existing videos and making compilation DVDs for staff, 
outside parties, members of the public. 

  Reformat films as required as advised by the team 
  Undertake research on occasion 
  Assist the team in obtaining Gifts in Kind 
  Act as runner as required – assisting with meetings, to get props 

for shoots, act as runner on shoots as needed and collecting 
items from various locations such as visas. 

 Clear music as directed 
 

2. Resources Under the guidance of the Assistant Producer, maintain the video 
library by: 

  Keeping on top of filing tapes, and support the Video Library 
Assistant in logging tapes in and out of the system to ensure 
tapes can be easily retrieved. 

  Keep the video library in good order at all times 
  Make sure there are adequate copies of key programmes as 

advised by the team 
  Ensure stock levels are maintained  
  Provide information to staff, outside parties and members of the 

public on Comic Relief TV programmes and videos as required 
 

3. Video Support  With the Assistant Producer monitor broadcasts relevant to 
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Comic Relief and over the Red Nose Day 2011 campaign, 
recording appropriate programmes and keeping a log of these 
broadcasts as a reference. 

  During campaign with press team track Comic Relief’s presence 
on TV, recording all necessary programmes and logging into 
library 

  Help with TV paper filing where necessary 
  Undertake any appropriate work relating to the department as 

delegated by the Head of Broadcast, Production Manager or the 
Production Co-ordinator, including occasional database work. 

 
 
 

 
4. Other Admin 
Support 

 Scan trade magazines and highlight relevant articles for the 
Broadcast team and CEO.  Ensure magazines stored in efficient 
manner 

  Ensure costs for any project are reduced by obtaining gifts in 
kinds and volunteered time, in line with Comic Relief’s philosophy 

  Participate as a full member of the Innovation and Creative 
Department and the Comic Relief team. Where appropriate to 
support initiatives and objectives across the whole organisation. 
 

5. General  Maintain relevant current information on the database, i.e. names, 
addresses, phone numbers and notes 

  Generate mailing or phone lists as required 
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PERSON SPECIFICATION FOR: BROADCAST INTERN                                   Grade: Volunteer 

EXPERIENCE        WHY IMP. App Int Test Test 
Format 

Experience working in a hectic office 
environment 

To provide wide ranging support to the CEO 
Team. 

Ess     

Working on projects from start to finish. Needs to be able to see a job to the end 
thoroughly. 

Ess     

SKILLS/ABILITIES   WHY IMP. App Int Test Test 
Format 

Time management Must be relied upon to turn up for work on 
time, able to prioritise work in order to get 
important tasks completed by the 
appropriate deadline, allow sufficient time to 
prepare for important events or meetings 
and seek support when demands outweigh 
the available time. 

Ess     

Risk awareness Before acting, must consider the 
consequences of what they do on their 
work, their colleagues and on Comic Relief 
as a whole. 

Ess.     

Attention to detail Must be able to produce work which is 
consistently accurate, which makes sense 
and which fits the purpose for which it was 
intended. 

Ess.      

Communications skills Must be able to write a clear letter with 
accurate spelling and grammar, and must 
speak clearly, confidently and politely on the 
telephone or at meetings. 

Ess.      

Customer care Must answer phone calls courteously and 
promptly, listen to customers (both internal 
and external) and provide an efficient and 
helpful service. 

Ess.     

Motivating contacts Must understand Comic Relief’s mission 
and values and can use them to persuade 

Ess.     
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others to actively support the organisation. 

IT literacy (MS Windows and MS Office) Must be able to create and edit documents 
using word processing or spreadsheet 
software, and to store and retrieve them on 
the network.  Must be able to use e-mail, an 
electronic calendar and the Internet 
effectively.   

Ess.      

KNOWLEDGE         WHY IMP.  App Int Test Test 
Format 

Aims and objectives of Comic Relief Shows commitment and interest in CR Ess.     

An understanding of Diversity Necessary for all staff Des.     

Some knowledge of film production 
process 

Demonstrates interest in sector. Ess.     

QUALIFICATION/OTHER REQUIREMENTS WHY IMP. App Int Test Test Format 

Willingness to commit to an unpaid role 
for an agreed period of time 

To ensure position is secure for agreed 
duration of internship.  

Ess.     

Educated to degree level or working 
towards a degree 

 Des.      

 
 

 


